Introduction
Sex and Satan seem utterly entwined in contemporary culture. Mainstream movies like The Witches of Eastwick (1987) , The Devil's Advocate (1997) , and Bedazzled (2000 remake) all depict an intimate link between a sexually charged Prince(ss) of Darkness, carnal prowess, and willing worshippers. Earlier on, some of the most famous 1970s porn films, such as The Devil in Miss Jones (1973) , perpetuated the same notion, as did the short-lived men's magazine Satan (1957) . 1 The sexy devil and randy witch are perennial favorites at Halloween parties, confirming some unsaid sexual charge of the diabolic. Satanic popular music has also returned to the occult carnality so prevalent in late-1960s rock music after a period of more ascetic violence and blasphemy typified by church-burning Scandinavian black metal activists. Hence the sexuality of The Rolling Stones is not that far from the sexualized representations offered by Cradle of Filth or Dimmu Borgir, extreme expressions notwithstanding. 2 Moreover, self-declared Satanists have embraced this connection quite publicly by appropriating old cultural stereotypes of the devil as the god of carnality. During the early days of Anton S. LaVey's Church of Satan, for example, magazines like Jaybird Journal were among the primary publicity channels (Barton 1990, 25-27) . LaVey himself would happily pose in his horned cap alongside naked female acolytes and the infamous naked altar. In the 1970s, the Dutch chapter of the Church of Satan was primarily a commercial sex club, where guests could "donate" banknotes that ended up clasped in the vaginas of the "monastic sisters" during performances (Baddeley 2000, 103-105) . Today, Church of Satan members have been involved in the making of satanic porn films and gentlemen's magazines.
Looking more broadly at satanic culture in comprehensive reference works, such as Gavin Baddeley's Lucifer Rising (2000), Nikolas Schreck's The Satanic Screen (2001) , and George Petros's Art That Kills (2007) , one is persistently presented with naked women, obscenity, and perversion, often tinged with a distinct combination of Gothic aesthetics and snuff kinkiness. Although it may be ambivalent whether a given work is a theatrical act or a serious religious practice through the medium of art and mass culture, Satanism remains consistently tied to expressive and often transgressive sexuality. Indeed, public transgression can be contrasted with, and sometimes tied to, more private magical practices. Apart from these shock tactics to gain notoriety, transform social norms, or simply make money from the "rubes, " there are thus other motivations of a more self-realizing nature within the satanic milieu.
This chapter explores the various views on sex, carnality, and sexuality in the satanic milieu today and will also propose a gendered reading of Satanist attitudes to pornography and sexuality. After a brief discussion of historical antecedents, we will examine three isolated aspects of sex and Satanism: first, the positive view on sex, sexuality, and liberation prevalent in the satanic milieu and shared by many kindred of the counterculture besides Satanism, like human-potential groups and neo-Paganism; second, the cynical and instrumental view on sexuality promoted especially by Anton LaVey and his church, stemming from an elitist focus on stratification and manipulation; third, a more esoteric use of sexual energies and gender polarities to perform magical rituals, often tinged with a darker aesthetic of sadomasochism. As a conclusion, we will offer some wider analytical reflections on the tensions inherent in the coupling of sex and Satan.
"In the Beginning Was the Sex": History
Satanism and sex have been closely connected from early on. The fantasies about devil-worshipping witches propounded in the age of the witch hunts often included lurid conceptions of sexual orgies with demons (e.g., Cohn 2000, 144-47; Gentilcore 2002, 103-104) . The 1670s Satanism scandal in France involving Louis XIV's mistress famously featured naked women acting as altars in rituals (Somerset 2003, 194, 261-62, 271) . The satanic angle in the French case seems tenuous at best, and exactly how much truth there was in these allegations remains an open question. In later centuries, the supposed debauchery of Satanists would be embraced as part of the
